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Addition and Subtraction
Games and Puzzles
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Components & Key Components
[1–10] – a game for 2 players

Teaching points
 The key components of all the numbers up to 10. The words ‘key components’ here refer to
the doubles and near-doubles facts, e.g. 5 and 4 are the key components of 9.
 Practice in recognising the dice patterns.
 Only the numbers 1 to 5 (but not 6) are key components of the numbers up to 10.
 The same small number can be one of the key components of up to three larger numbers.
For example, the number 4 is one of the key components of 7 and of 8 and of 9.
 Any number can be built by combining two smaller quantities (the basis of addition).
 Any number can be partitioned into two smaller components (the basis of subtraction).

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child is learning to recognise the dice patterns, not counting the dice spots.
 The child is not allowed to add by counting in ones, on fingers or otherwise. Anyone who is
not yet at this stage should spend more time learning through concrete materials.
 Explain to the child that ‘key facts’ are so called because they are important facts that unlock a
logical route to other, related facts. A focus on key facts, e.g. learning a single fact for each number up to 10, means minimising the number of facts that have to be committed to memory.
 Make sure the child understands what is meant by ‘key components’. For example, 5 and 4
are the key components of 9 because 5 + 4 is a near-doubles fact. Other components of 9
are 3 and 6, or 2 and 7, or 8 and 1, but these facts are not key facts.
 Point out to the child that the colouring task is a way of highlighting the most important
combinations, i.e. the key component facts, not simply a way of scoring this game.
 Once both players have had nine turns each to throw the dice and draw the dominoes, it is
the child who should undertake the scoring by finding, colouring and reading aloud the key
facts on both players’ boards.
 The game should be played more than once and on more than one occasion.

Equipment needed
Two ordinary 6-sided spot dice. A second game board for an opponent. A pencil each and two
coloured pencils in two different colours.
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Collect 5s – a game for 2 players

Teaching points
 There are only two ways of building the number 5 from two components.
 Inside the pattern of 5 one can see the pattern of 3 superimposed onto the pattern of 2.
 Inside the pattern of 5 one can see the pattern of 1 superimposed onto the pattern of 4.
 The commutativity of addition, i.e. 4 + 1 is the same as 1 + 4, and 2 + 3 = 3 + 2.
 Mental addition of two numbers below 5 to create a total of between 2 and 8.
 Moving away from using concrete materials in order to combine these small quantities and
towards the stage of using visualisation techniques to find the answers mentally.

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child is recognising the dice patterns, not counting the dice spots.
 Make sure the child is not adding by counting in ones, on fingers or otherwise.
 Be sure to talk about what is going on at each step, especially when either player puts two
components together to make 5.
 At first, prepare two game boards to suit the size of your counters.
 After playing a few times, preferably on different occasions, try the more abstract version of
the game using the two boards on the next page.

Equipment needed
Two 6-sided spot dice, altered as follows: cover the patterns of 5 and 6 with a sticker and cover
the stickers on one die with one pattern of 2 and one pattern of 3, and on the other die with
one pattern of 4 and one pattern of 1. Counters in two colours (later, coloured pencils in two
colours). Two paper game boards on which are drawn five patterns of 5, making sure the drawn
circles roughly match the size of your counters.
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Clear the Deck of 6s – a game
for 1 player

Teaching points
 Components of 6. There are only three ways of building the number 6 from two components.
 The connection between addition, subtraction and missing addend problems.
 Mental addition of two numbers up to a total of 10.

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child knows that adding in ones, on fingers or otherwise, is not allowed.
 As the child picks up pairs of cards during play, both numbers should be spoken aloud.
 Make sure the target number is spelled out clearly. Although the layout of the cards makes
no difference to the game, an arrangement of two rows of three may act as a reminder of
this game’s target number, which is 6.
 The game should be played more than once and on more than one occasion. Encourage the
child to keep playing until the components of 6 are easily recognised, rather than calculated.

Equipment needed
A pack of cards made up of four each of the numbers 1 to 5 inclusive. If you have no digit cards,
remove the appropriate cards from a standard pack of playing cards and treat the Aces as 1s.
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3-in-a-Line Dominoes – a game
for 2 players

Teaching points
 The key components of all the numbers up to 10. The words ‘key components’ refer to the
doubles and near-doubles facts, e.g. 4 and 4 are the key components of 8.
 The numbers 1 to 5 (but not 6) are key components of the numbers up to 10.
 The same small number can be one of the key components of up to three larger numbers,
e.g. the number 4 is one of the key components of 7 and of 8 and of 9.
 The commutativity of addition, i.e. when combining two numbers it does not matter which
is taken first.

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child is recognising the dice patterns, not counting the dice spots.
 The child should be able to identify the total value of each domino without having to count
or add in ones. Encourage a lot of talk about component values and total values.
 Be sure to explain the rule that, whatever the throw of the dice, that pattern must be taken
as a whole, e.g. a throw of 4 cannot be split into smaller components: a throw of 4 can only
result in the player shading in one of the components of the number 7 or of the number 8
or of the number 9, and if all four of the 4s on the board are already shaded the player
misses the turn.
 Make sure the number patterns created during the preparation stage are drawn as small
circles, not dots, so that they can be coloured in during play. After preparing the game board,
each column should look like a vertical arrangement of this:

 As there is not much space inside the domino shapes on the next page, you may prefer to
create larger game boards on paper. Simply sketch ten blank dominoes arranged in either a
vertical or a horizontal line for each player.

Equipment needed
An ordinary 6-sided spot die. Paper and pencil.
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Dot Pattern Stickers Race – a game
for 2 or 3 players

Teaching points
 Dot patterns for numbers up to 10 that are based on doubles and near-doubles facts, i.e. the
key component facts.
 Matching digits to dot patterns.
 A stage in the transition from concrete materials to more abstract representations by using
stickers rather than counters and digits rather than spot dice.
Please note that before playing this game, children should already be familiar with dot patterns for
all the numbers up to 10, and should have had plenty of experience of using concrete materials to
create and explore the patterns.

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child uses only the dot patterns that are shown here. It does not matter
if the patterns are made horizontally or vertically or upside-down, nor if the three dots
from the pattern of 7 are arranged in a straight line or as a diagonal.

 Ask the child to teach you the necessary dot patterns before the game starts (even if you
already know them).
 When taking stickers from the sheet, the child should engage in the minimum amount of
counting, e.g. if the die shows 8, the child can take all but two of the stickers in one row.
 When creating the dot patterns on the next page, remind the child to put the stickers close
together within each pattern so as to leave room for all the numbers from one game.
 Players each need a separate piece of paper on which to stick their number patterns.
 Encourage lots of talk about how the numbers are built out of their two key components.

Equipment needed
100 or 150 (depending on the number of players) small round self-adhesive stickers, all in the
same colour. A piece of paper for each opponent. A 6-sided die on which the digits – note digits,
not dots – for the numbers 4 to 9 appear once each (use a blank die or an ordinary die covered
with stickers on which to write the numbers).
10
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Components & Key Components
[5–10] – a game for 2 or 3 players

Teaching points
 The components and the key components of the numbers 5 to 10.
 The commutativity of addition, i.e. 2 + 3 is equal in value to 3 + 2.
 Mental addition of two small numbers to create a total of 10 or less.

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child is recognising the dice patterns, not counting the dice spots.
 Make sure the child understands the term ‘key components’ to refer to number bonds that are
also doubles and near-doubles facts, i.e. the key component facts of the numbers 5 to 10 are:
2 + 3, 3 + 3, 3 + 4, 4 + 4, 4 + 5 and 5 + 5.
 Ask the child to teach you the key components (even if you already know them).
 In preparation for the game, players choose 6 digits, choosing between the numbers 5 to 10
inclusive, to create their own game board. The choice of digits is a free choice. So, a player
might wish to write the same number in each box, or write a different number in each box,
or write some repeated numbers and omit other numbers altogether. The numbers may be
written in ascending order, descending order, or no order at all.
 During the game, discuss the fact that if either dice shows a 6 it must be thrown again
because 6 is not a key component of any of the numbers up to 10.
 Encourage plenty of talk about how to combine the dice totals without counting. For example,
if the dice show 2 and 4, the child can reason that the answer must be 6 from their knowledge
of the key facts of 5 (i.e. 2 + 3) or of 7 (i.e. 3 + 4), or by visualising the dice pattern of 6 and
seeing within it a pattern of 4 and a pattern of 2, or by knowing that adding 2 to any number
will be not the next number in the counting sequence but the one after that.
 The game is suitable for more than 2 players.
 The game should be played more than once and on more than one occasion.

Equipment needed
Two ordinary 6-sided spot dice. Two coloured pencils in two different colours.
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Regroup – a game for 2 players

Teaching points
 Exploring the possible component pairs, or number bonds, of any number up to 10.
 The connection between addition, subtraction and missing addend problems.
 Practice in visualisation of small amounts.
 Using logic to derive a new fact that is one reasoning step away from a known fact, e.g.
reasoning that 3 + 5 must be equal to the same total as 4 + 4.
Please note that children should have had previous concrete experience of creating numbers out
of two groups of counters or nuggets in order to explore what happens when one unit is moved
from one group to the other.

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child is recognising the dice patterns, not counting the dice spots.
 When adding amounts, the child is not allowed to count in ones, on fingers or otherwise.
The whole point of this game is to develop logical reasoning in order to derive new addition
or subtraction facts from known facts.
 Make sure the child understands the term ‘triad’ to refer to three numbers arranged so that
the number at the top is equal in value to the sum of the two numbers below.
 Explain to the child that this is a guessing game and that incorrect guesses are simply bad luck.
 Provide a screen, such as a large book or box file, behind which both players can hide their
dice throws and scrap paper during play.
 The game board provides space to record five turns each but, if both players’ score is the
same after five turns, play on until one player emerges as a clear winner.
 The game should be played more than once and on more than one occasion.

Equipment needed
Scrap paper and pencil. Tokens for scoring. Three 6-sided spot dice altered so that the single spot,
i.e. the number 1, is covered by the dot pattern for 7 on one die, the pattern for 8 on another die
and the pattern for 9 on the third die. The three substituted dot patterns should look like these:

You can find a short demonstration video of this game on the CW.
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Twos & Threes – a game
for 2 players

Teaching points
 Adding 2 and 3 to other small numbers.
 The commutativity of addition, i.e. 2 + 3 is equal in value to 3 + 2.
 The ‘difference’ between numbers can be expressed as addition as well as subtraction.
 The connection between subtraction and missing addend problems.

Note to member of staff or parent
 Make sure the child is using knowledge of components, or number bonds, and is not counting
in ones.
 Allow the child to discover for him/herself that only a difference of 2 or 3 will translate into
a sum of the type needed for this game.
 Encourage the child to read aloud each recorded number sentence, leaving it up to the child
to judge whether the sum makes sense, i.e. it is the child’s job (rather than yours) to check
whether the right numbers have been copied into the right boxes.
 The game should be played more than once and on more than one occasion.

Equipment needed
A pack of cards made up of four each of the numbers 4 to 10 inclusive. If you have no digit cards,
remove the appropriate cards from a standard pack of playing cards.
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Component Su Doku Puzzle

Teaching points
 Combining small components to create numbers up to 9.
 Splitting numbers into chunks, i.e. into components, or number bonds.
 The connection between addition, subtraction and missing addend problems.
 Logical reasoning.

Note to member of staff or parent
 The child should begin by answering the questions in the Tips section. Make sure the child
thinks about each question and is not simply copying the answers from a previous puzzle.
 The Tips section must be folded back so that the answers are hidden before the child starts
to solve the puzzle.
 There must be no adding or subtracting by counting in ones, on fingers or otherwise.
 The child may choose any way of distinguishing between possible answers and final
answers, but may like to know that a commonly used method is to write the possibilities
very lightly and very small and to rub out these digits once a conclusion has been reached
about any square.
 The child should use only logic. The puzzles in this book have been carefully designed so
that the solver need never resort to guesswork or trial and error.

Equipment needed
A pencil and rubber.
You can find a demonstration video of how to solve Component Su Doku puzzles on the CW.
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